
 

INTRODUCTION 

The Workflow Extensions plugin contains several custom workflow actions. These allow users to create user forms 

much more easily and set workflow and entity attributes in single actions. 

WORKFLOW ACTIONS 

After you have installed the Workflow Extensions plugin, you should now have the following workflow actions 

available under BEMA Services > Workflow Extensions: 

ATTRIBUTE VALUES SET 

The Attribute Values Set action uses an attribute matrix to set workflow values. For each row, you select the 

Workflow Attribute that you’re setting and then use either lava or another workflow attribute as the value you’re 

setting: 

 



  

ENTITY PROPERTIES SET 

The Entity Properties Set action uses an attribute matrix to set entity properties. For each row, you select the 

Property that you’re setting and then use either lava or another workflow attribute as the value you’re setting: 

 



ENTITY ATTRIBUTES SET 

The Entity Attributes Set action uses an attribute matrix to set entity attributes. For each row, you select the 

Property that you’re setting and then use either lava or another workflow attribute as the value you’re setting: 

 

  



ATTRIBUTE MATRIX ITEM ADD 

The Attribute Matrix Item Add action uses an attribute matrix to add a new item to an new or existing matrix. To 

work for all matrix templates, we have the user enter a row for each column in the target matrix they want to add 

an item to. For each row, you’ll set the Key of that column ( Found in the General Settings > Attribute Matrix 

Templates > Template Detail page), as well as the value you want to store. 

 

 

 

  



ADD NEW PERSON TO FAMILY 

The Add New Person to Family action will look for a person that matches the provided fields. If one is not found, a 

new person will be created from the fields. Then, if the person does not already exist in the specified family, they’ll 

be added with the specified group role. Finally, the person will be saved to the specified Person Workflow 

Attribute. 

 



SYSTEM JOBS 

The Workflow Extensions plugin also includes a new system job, Run Lava. 

RUN LAVA 

The Run Lava job allows you to run lava on a set schedule, mostly useful for grabbing a set of people or other 

entities and launching workflows with them. 

 

  



 

SUPPORTING ATTRIBUTE MATRIXES 

The Workflow Extensions plugin uses several attribute matrixes, listed below.  

 


